We investigated the precision of orientation representations with two tasks, change detection and recall. Previously change detection has been measured only with relatively large orientation changes compared to psychophysical thresholds. In the first experiment, we measured the observers' ability (d 0 ) to detect small changes in orientation (5-30°) with 1-4 Gabor items. With one item even a 10°change was well detected (average d 0 = 2.5). As the amount of change increased to 30°, the d 0 increased to 5.2. When the number of items was increased, the d 0 s gradually decreased. In the second experiment, we used a recall task and the observers adjusted the orientation of a probe Gabor to match the orientation of a Gabor held in the memory. The standard deviation (s.d.) of errors was calculated from the Gaussian distribution fitted to the data. As the number of items increased from 1 to 6, the s.d. increased from 8.6°to 19.6°. Even with six items, the observers did not make any random adjustments. The results show a square root relation between the d 0 /s.d. and the number of items. The d 0 in change detection is directly proportional to the square root of (1/n) and the orientation change. The increase of the s.d. in recall task is inversely proportional to square root of (1/n). The results suggest that limited resources and precision of representations, without additional assumptions, determine the memory performance.
Introduction
Humans are highly accurate in several visual and spatial discrimination tasks that do not require memory. The discrimination threshold for spatial displacement is below the resolution of the cone spacing in the retina (e.g., Findlay, 1973; Westheimer & McKee, 1977) , for spatial frequency the discrimination threshold is only a few percent (e.g., Hirsch & Hylton, 1982; Wilson & Gelb, 1984) , and for orientation the discrimination threshold is less than 0.5°(e.g., Vogels & Orban, 1986; Westheimer, 1998) . With a short interval (<1000 ms) between the stimulus pair to be discriminated, and hence due to memory representations required in the task, the orientation discrimination thresholds increase to a few degrees depending on the stimulus length and stimulus type, and further increases as the inter-stimulus-interval extends (Henrie & Shapley, 2001; Vogels & Orban, 1986) . For a single item the fidelity of orientation diminishes somewhat faster than other basic visual features, such as spatial frequency and contrast (Magnussen, 2000; Pasternak & Greenlee, 2005) .
During the recent years, the interest in memory research has shifted from estimating memory capacity (e.g., Luck & Vogel, 1997) to the content of the representations (for recent review, see Brady, Konkle, & Alvarez, 2011) , and precision of memory representations has been investigated in several studies (e.g., Zhang & Luck, 2008) . When more than one item is to be remembered, the precision of memory decreases. The spatial frequency discrimination thresholds for two items are more than 4-fold compared to a single item threshold (Greenlee & Magnussen, 1998) and shape discrimination thresholds increase linearly as a function of set size (Salmela, Lähde, & Saarinen, 2012) . In orientation discrimination, the slope of the psychometric function decreases immediately as the number of items increases (Bays & Husain, 2008; Jiang, Shim, & Makovski, 2008; Palmer, 1990) , and with a subjective adjustment task, the standard deviation of the errors of orientation adjustments increases as the number of items to be remembered increases (Wilken & Ma, 2004) . A similar type of decrease in precision has also been shown for spatial frequency (Wilken & Ma, 2004) and for color (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009; Wilken & Ma, 2004) . All of these studies show a clear tradeoff between memory capacity and the precision of representations. This has been attributed to the increasing internal noise (Wilken & Ma, 2004) or the dynamic allocation of resources (Bays & Husain, 2008) .
In previous psychophysical studies the discrimination and memory precision for the orientation of a single item has been studied extensively (Magnussen, Idas, & Myhre, 1998; Vogels & Orban, 1986) . However, the precision for the orientation of multiple items have been investigated only recently (but see Palmer, 1990 ) and the estimates of the precision of orientation representations (Bays & Husain, 2008; Jiang, Shim, & Makovski, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004) are much lower than the psychophysical thresholds would predict. Further, in previous change detection studies (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Wilken & Ma, 2004) , relatively large orientation changes (22.5-45°) compared to discrimination threshold (<5°) have been used. If memory precision depends on the set size, then the amount of change that can be reliably detected should also depend on the number of items. We investigated the changes in memory precision with small number of items, especially how the number of items (1-4) and the amount of orientation change (5-30°) affect the precision of memory representations. The delayed detection of small change in Gabor orientation (5-30°) was measured with a same-different task in a change detection setup (Fig. 1A) . We quantify the observers' performance and the precision of memory with the d 0 . The models based on signal detection theory (Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004) suggest that the precision should be proportional to the amount of orientation change. Thus, we expect that the observers' performance with different amount of orientation change should be identical in shape, but in different scale. Due to the limited resources, the precision should gradually decrease as the number of items increase and be proportional to 1/n (Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004 ).
The change detection task is quite challenging and observers performance is typically lower than in other perceptual tasks, such as yes/no (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) , and thus the change detection task could underestimate the memory precision. To get another estimate for memory precision for orientation, we conducted a second experiment and measured distribution of adjustment errors in the subjective recall task (Fig. 1B) . The results were analyzed with Zhang and Luck's (2008) maximum likelihood model to separate the precision of memory representations from random responses (due to memory failure). We expect that the precision (s.d. of the error distribution) should decrease, similarly to the first experiment, in proportion to 1/n (Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004) . Further, the slot model (Zhang & Luck, 2008 ) suggests also an asymptotic precision level as the number of items exceeds the number of slots. In both experiments, the stimulus duration (300 ms/item) was kept long to ensure enough encoding time and to keep random responses minimal (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009) . To emphasize the role of working memory, the inter-stimulus-interval was 1500 ms.
Methods

Equipment, stimulus and observers
The experiments were conducted using a Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) and ViSaGe stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems, Cambridge, UK). The display was a calibrated and linearized Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2070SB monitor (display size 11.2°Â 8.4°; pixel size 0.84 arcmin; refresh rate 100 Hz; mean luminance 44.5 cd/m 2 ). The viewing distance (2.0 m) was held constant with a chin-rest. The experiments were conducted under dim room illumination. Six observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the two experiments (one observer participated only in the first experiment). Four observers (IK, MK, and the authors JS and VS) were very experienced in psychophysical Fig. 1 . Experimental setups. (A) Two-interval change detection. Each experimental trial consisted of two intervals: a memory interval and a test interval separated by a blank 1.5 s retention period. In half of the trials the single item in the test interval was rotated either clockwise or counter-clockwise compared to the memory interval, and the observers' task was to detect the orientation change with a same-different task. In the figure, the target Gabor has been rotated 60°clockwise in the test interval. (B) Recall experiment. The memory interval and the blank period were identical to the change detection experiment. In the test interval, observers adjusted the central Gabor to match the orientation of the cued (a white box) Gabor. tasks, while ML had some and SJV had no previous experience. Observers VS, JS and MK first conducted the change detection and then the recall experiment, observers ML and SJV conducted the experiments in reversed order.
To make the task and the detection of orientations easy, the stimuli were elongated high-contrast (75%) Gabors patches (spatial frequency 4.5 c/deg; standard deviations 0.17°and 0.34°) with fixed phase. The Gabors were located randomly at eight possible locations at 2.1°eccentricity from the fixation cross (Fig. 1) . The orientations of the Gabors were random and not restricted in any way (e.g., all of the items could by chance have the same orientation).
Memory tasks
In the change detection task, each trial consisted of memory and test intervals, and a blank retention period of 1.5 s between the intervals (Fig. 1A) . The memory interval contained one to four Gabor patches, but the test interval contained only a single Gabor to minimize the role of configurational cues. In half of the trials (with a probability of .5) the orientation of the Gabor in the test interval was rotated randomly either clockwise of counter-clockwise by 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°or 30°. The observers' task was to detect the change in orientation with a same-different task and answer the following question: ''Is the orientation of the Gabor in the second interval the same or different than in the first interval?'' The accuracy of the change detection was calculated using the d 0 performance measure, a criterion-free estimate of the observers' discrimination sensitivity (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) . The d 0 was calculated according to the differencing model and using the Table A5 .4 in Macmillan and Creelman (2005) . In comparison to the standard formula (d 0 = z(H) À z(FA)) used in yes/no tasks, the values of the d 0 s are approximately 1.3 units higher. The duration of both intervals was 300 ms/item, i.e., the duration increased from 300 to 1200 ms as the number of items increased from 1 to 4. Eye movements were not restricted or monitored. The number of items (1-4) and the amount of orientation change (5-30°) were varied in separate blocks of 50 trials. Each experimental condition was repeated three to four times, so each data point in the results figures is based on 150-200 trials.
In the recall experiment, an adjustment method was used. The memory interval and the retention period were identical to those in the change detection task. The test interval contained a probe Gabor patch in random orientation at the center of the screen, and a white box (1.3 Â 1.3°) cued the location at which the observer should try to remember the orientation (Fig. 1B) . The observers' task was to adjust the orientation of the probe Gabor to match the orientation of the cued Gabor in the memory interval. Observers could rotate the orientation continuously either clockwise or counter-clockwise by pressing two keys on a keyboard. The duration of the test interval was not limited. When the observer was satisfied with the adjustment, he/she could begin the next trial by pressing a third key. The number of Gabor items in the memory interval was varied (1-6) in separate stimulus blocks. For every condition (number of items), 150 adjustments were made in the blocks of 50 trials.
Results
Change detection
The d 0 as a function of the orientation change for one to four items was measured. When the memory interval contained only one item, the d 0 increased steeply, as expected, and the observers' accuracy rose (F(4, 25) = 32.57, p < .01) gradually from quite poor performance (5°orientation change; average d 0 1.3) to highly accurate detection with a 20°and 30°change, average d 0 s 4.4 and 5.2, respectively ( Fig. 2A) . The performance was, however, quite good already with 10°orientation change (average d 0 2.5). With two (F(4, 20) = 5.15, p < .01), and three (F(3, 16) = 4.46, p = .023) items, the d 0 increased as the orientation change increased, but the slope of the functions decreased ( Fig. 2A-D) . With four items the average increase of the d 0 was not significant (F(3, 15) = 1.33, p = .31) as the individual differences became more apparent. For observers SJV and ML the performance was quite similar from one to four items, but for the other observers there was clear decrease in correct change detection. Furthermore, observers VS, JS and IK did not reach the same level of accuracy as observers MK, SJV, and ML. With four items and a 30°orientation change, observers MK, SJV, and ML were still accurate and the d 0 s were above 3.8, while the d 0 s of observers VS, JS and IK were below 2.6 (Fig. 2D) . According to the signal detection theory, the d 0 should systematically depend on the orientation change, and due to the limited capacity, the d 0 should depend on the number of items. To model the results, a square root function was used to predict the change in performance as both the number of items and the amount of orientation change increase:
where DOR is the amount of orientation change and n is the number of items. This simple function, without free parameters, predicts the performance of our observers' quite well (Fig. 2, solid lines) . With one item ( Fig. 2A ) the predicted d 0 s are slightly higher and with four items (Fig. 2D ) the predicted d 0 s are slightly lower than the d 0 s of our observers.
To further characterize the change in observers' performance as the number of items increases, the data with 20°and 30°orienta-tion changes is replotted in Fig. 3A and B, respectively, as a function of set size. For 3/6 observers (VS, JS, IK) the performance declined quite rapidly from accurate change detection with one item (d (Fig. 3) . The predicted d 0 s are slightly lower than the measured d 0 s when the number of items is three or four. However, the predicted d 0 s are within the 95% confidence interval of the average (Fig. 3) .
Adjustment errors
The adjustment errors in the second experiment were calculated as the difference between the adjusted orientation and the orientation of the target Gabor. The adjustment errors were sampled with 6°orientation steps. To quantify the errors, the maximum likelihood model was fitted to the data (Zhang & Luck, 2008) . The model was implemented as a sum of Gaussian and uniform distributions. The two distributions corresponds the trials when the item was remembered and the trials when observer guesses due to memory failure. The Gaussian distribution was multiplied by a probability to remember parameter P(m) and the uniform distribution was multiplied by 1 À P(m). Hence, there were three free parameters: mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian, and the parameter P(m). With one (Fig. 4A) or two (Fig. 4B ) items in the memory interval, the adjustment errors were very small and the error distributions were very similar between the observers. With one item 85% of the errors were less than 12°. As the number of items in the memory interval increased, the width of the distribution increased as well (Fig. 4A-E) . The standard deviation of the average Gaussian distribution increased from 8.9°V
(individual variation 7-11°) with one item (Fig. 4A ) to 18.6°(11-25°) with six items (Fig. 4E) . With six items in the memory interval, only 54% of the errors were within ±12°of the target orientation.
Overall, the individual differences in the distribution of adjustment errors (Fig. 4) were smaller than the differences in the change detection performance (Fig. 2) . Slightly broader distributions were found for observers JS and VS than for the other observers (Fig. 5A) . The precision of memory representation (s.d. of the error distribution) did not reach a plateau level and increased (F(4, 24) = 7.067, p < .01) up to six items for every observer (Fig. 5A) . Although the width of the functions increased, the observers made a minimal amount of random adjustments (error > 45°). The highly accurate performance for every observer is also shown in the P(m) parameter which indicates the probability that the item was held in memory. The P(m) values varied from 0.9 to 0.99, but were virtually identical (0.96 on average) as the number of items increased from one to six (Fig. 5B) . (Fig. 5A , solid line). The predicted s.d. in the Fig. 5A was calculated without one outlier (JS), who's performance is constantly slightly higher than other observes.
Control experiments
To test whether the decrease in precision is due to encoding multiple orientations simultaneously instead of memory limitations, observers VS and JS conducted two control experiments. The experimental setup in general and all the stimulus parameters were identical to the main experiment with the following exceptions. The first control experiment was 1-interval oddball detection, i.e., the observers judged whether all the items were similar or did one of the items have different orientation. The probability of the oddball was 0.5 and the duration of the stimulus was 300 ms/item (as in the main experiment). The experiment was done both with 5°and 10°orientation differences and with 2-8 items. With 10°orientation difference, 100% target detection (a ceiling effect) was found. With 5°orientation difference, the d 0 (z(H) À z(FA)) was constant (average d 0 1.75) or slightly increased as the number of items increased from 2 to 8 (Fig. 6) .
The second control experiment was 1-interval target detection. In addition to 2-8 items presented at 2.1°eccentricity, one target was presented in the center of the screen and the observers judged whether any item had identical orientation to the target. Hence, in addition to encoding of the orientation of each item, the observers had to compare the orientation of the items to the target within the limited time (the duration of the stimulus was again 300 ms/item). The probability of the target was 0.5. The orientations of the Gabors were randomly selected with 5°intervals, i.e., the minimum difference between the target and the distractor was 5°. As the number of items increased from 2 to 8, the average d 0 (z(H) À z(FA)) decreased from 2.4 to 1.7 (Fig. 6) .
Discussion
The delayed detection of small change in Gabor orientation with one to four items was measured. The detection performance rose Fig. 4 . Distributions of adjustment errors. The solid lines are maximum likelihood model fits to the average data (sums of Gaussian and uniform distribution; three free parameters: mean, standard deviation and probability to remember). Each plot is based on 750 trials. The error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals of the average. The number of items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are depicted in (A-E) respectively. steeply with one item and was highly similar between the observers. With two to four items there was considerable individual variation, but the average slope decreased steadily as the number of items increased. The distribution of recall errors were measured with a subjective adjustment task. The standard deviation of the errors also increased as the number of items increased, and the observers made no random adjustments: the probability that the item was in memory was constant from 1 to 6 items. The change detection results show that small changes close to psychophysical threshold can be well detected after 1.5 s delay. The results of the adjustment experiment show that although the overall task performance remains very accurate, the precision of memory gradually decreases as the number of items increase. The d 0 in change detection was directly proportional to the square root of (1/n) and the orientation change, and the increase of the s.d. in recall task was inversely proportional to square root of (1/n). The results suggest that limited resources and precision of representations, without additional assumptions, determine the memory performance.
The individual differences in working memory are well known (e.g., Vogel & Machizawa, 2004) , but only average data have typically been reported in the literature. We were interested in the individual performance of the observers and measured an extensive data set ($3000 trials for every observer). In agreement with previous studies suggesting that the capacity of visual working memory cannot be improved with training (Olson & Jiang, 2004) , the amount of experience in the psychophysical tasks did not correlate with the performance in recall and change detection. The individual differences for a single item to be remembered were very small and all observers were very precise. However, as the number of items increased, the individual differences were revealed, and were quite large, especially in the change detection task ($2 units of d 0 ; Fig. 2D ). With one item the change detection accuracy of our observers was very good, but with multiple items the fidelity of the representations had clearly deteriorated. According to recent models of visual working memory (Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) , the decrease of precision should follow a power function. The slots + average model (Zhang & Luck, 2008) predicts an exponent of 0.5 since the s.d. of the average representation is proportional to the square root the s.d. of the samples (Palmer, 1990; Shaw, 1980) . An information based model with limited capacity suggests also an exponent of 0.5 (Palmer, 1990) . The power-law model suggests an exponent of $0.7 due to even distribution of limited resources (Bays & Husain, 2008 ). The classical item-limit model would predict an exponent of zero. A signal detection model based on multiple channels would predict low exponents, e.g., 0.15, and a one item model (Salmela, Mäkelä, & Saarinen, 2010) predicts an exponent of one. Our results suggest a square root, an exponent of 0.5, relationship between the number of items and the precision of memory. The individual variation in our data is, however, quite large and hence we cannot exclude the possibility of slightly different values, e.g., exponents in the range 0.3-0.6. It is also likely that the stimulus, the task and the individual observer affect the exact shape of the trade-off function.
According to our results the d 0 in change detection and the s.d. in recall task are proportional to the square root of (1/n). This suggests that the distribution of limited resources to multiple items is a sufficient explanation for memory performance (Bays & Husain, 2008) . One possibility is that the noise in the representations increases as a function of set size and this deteriorates the performance (Wilken & Ma, 2004) . The increase of the noise might be due to memory interference, that is, the noise in each representation could add up and this could cause the lower performance with multiple items.
Two recent studies on visual working memory suggest that the trial-to-trial variability in encoding precision (van den Berg et al., 2012) or in the number of stored items (Sims, Jacobs, & Knill, 2012) best explains the memory performance. However, in those experiments either the encoding time was limited to 100 ms (van den Berg et al., 2012) or the set size varied randomly in every trial (Sims, Jacobs, & Knill, 2012) . In our experiments, the optimal strategy for the observers was to evenly distribute the resources to the known number of items on the display. The absence of random responses and the steady increase of the s.d. in recall experiment suggest that observers indeed used this strategy. Further, the two control experiments confirmed that the decrease in fidelity was 0 , as a function of set size. The solid lines are lines fitted to the average data. In the oddball experiment, the observers' task was to detect target (5°orientation difference) among homogeneous distractors, and in the target detection experiment, observes' task was to detect target (with identical orientation) among heterogeneous distractors.
not due to the limitations in stimulus encoding since the observers could well detect the target (5°difference) among the 2-8 distractors.
Previously the precision of visual working memory has been estimated using the maximum likelihood model and recall task, and it has been reported that the s.d. reaches as plateau level when the capacity limit is exceeded (e.g., Anderson, Vogel, & Awh, 2011; Zhang & Luck, 2008) . However, our results show steady increase of the s.d. as the number of items increases to 6. One explanation for the difference is the low sampling of the recall data in the previous studies (24°intervals) compared to our analysis (6°intervals). The amount of random responses is used to calculate the P(m) in the maximum likelihood model. Since our observers did not make any random responses, we did not find any decrease of the P(m) (as in Zhang & Luck, 2008) , and the P(m) was constant from 1 to 6 items. Hence, we failed to replicate the key predictions of the Zhang and Luck's (2008) slots + averaging model, and our results suggest that working memory resources are not discrete.
The neuroimaging studies have shown complex activity patterns in the fronto-parietal network during different visual working memory tasks (Cornette, Dupont, & Orban, 2002; Cornette et al., 2001; Miller, Erickson, & Desimone, 1996; Pessoa & Ungerleider, 2004; Todd & Marois, 2004) . If the memory precision is close to psychophysical thresholds, memory related activity should also be expected in the early visual cortices, but no sustained activity have been found in the primary visual cortex during a memory task (Offen, Schluppeck, & Heeger, 2009 ). Recent results suggest, however, that the overall activity patterns in the early visual areas can retain information for short periods of time (Ester, Serences, & Awh, 2009; Harrison & Tong, 2009) . Both the high precision of visual working memory and the recent neuroimaging studies suggest that the early visual cortices are important in maintaining information in working memory.
Both the capacity and the precision of the representations in visual working memory have been actively debated (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009; Bays & Husain, 2008 Cowan & Rouder, 2009; Eng, Chen, & Jiang, 2005; Jiang, Shim, & Makovski, 2008; Olsson & Poom, 2005; Rouder et al., 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) . The traditional view suggests that the capacity of visual working memory is based on the number of objects and is limited to three to four items (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Todd & Marois, 2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) . However, this discrete structure and capacity limit may have been due to the experimental setups, e.g., using supra-threshold stimuli (see Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004) . On the other hand, the overall capacity, and precision, may have been underestimated due to the very short stimulus durations (e.g., 100 ms) which produce random responses in a working memory task (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009 ) and errors in locating the target in a visual search task (Solomon & Morgan, 2001 ). In our experiments, as the stimulus encoding was not limited with short presentation of the stimuli, all the observers were highly accurate and did not make any random adjustments. Since the accuracy of the visual working memory is very close to psychophysical thresholds, the primary visual cortex seems to have significant role in short-term memory processes (Harrison & Tong, 2009 ). Our results show that individual differences and the memory task affect the precision estimates, and support the view that the visual working memory can contain few very high-fidelity representations or multiple representations with lower precision.
